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A power saving technique

� TARGET:
� Multi-hop Ad Hoc wireless networks (with sufficient density of 
nodes)

� GOALS:
� Reduce energy consumption

� “Preserve” connectivity and capacity of the networks
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Motivations 1/2

� Sleeping state (PSM) power is 5.5 less than that of idle 
state
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Motivations 2/2

� Routing with nodes in PSM results in high latency
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Idea

� Leave some radios on to route the packets
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Example Capacity

� A connected backbone does not 
necessarily preserve capacity

� Packets 1->4 may contend with 
2->3

� No contention would occur if 
node 5 was a coordinator

� Why node 5 is not a 
coordinator?
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Coordinators
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� Coordinators : those nodes which are awake and 
partecipate in the forwarding backbone

� How many ?
� Enough so that every node is in radio range of at least one 
coordinator. Span does not guarantee the minimum.

� Coordinator election / withdrawal / rotation

Coordinators
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� A node makes periodic, local decisions whether to 
sleep or stay awake (coordinator) basing on:
� Remaining battery energy

� # of pairs of neighbors it can connect together

� Each node maintains the states of:

� [ Its coordinators, its neighbors, the coordinators of its 
neighbors ]

� Periodical HELLO messages that contain:
� [ Status, Current coordinators, Current neighbors ]



Coordinator Announcement
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� Coordinator eligibility rule:
� If two neighbors of a non coordinator node cannot reach each 
other (either directly or via one or two coordinators) the node 
should become a coordinator.

� Announcement contetion solution:
� Backoff delay

� A node reevaluates its eligibility according to the HELLO msgs 
received during the backoff delay (if any)

Backoff delay when nodes have equal energy
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� Case : nodes have equal energy
Ni = # of neighbors

Ci = number of pairs of neighbors nodes that would be connected if i were 
to become a coordinator, where 

Utility of node i: 

Random delay over an interval proportional to where T is the 
round-trip delay for a small packet over the wireless link

R picked uniformly at random from the interval [0, 1]
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� Case : nodes have equal energy
Ni = # of neighbors

Ci = number of pairs of neighbors nodes that would be connected if i were 
to become a coordinator, where 

Utility of node i: 

Random delay over an interval proportional to where T is the 
round-trip delay for a small packet over the wireless link

R picked uniformly at random from the interval [0, 1]

Backoff delay when nodes have unequal energy

Er amount of energy remained

Emmax amount of energy available

A node with larger value of (Er / Em) is more likely to volunteer.

Linear decreasing function of (Er / Em) added to previous equation:
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Coordinator Withdrawal
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� A node should withdraw as a coordinator if every pair of its 
neighbors can reach each other either directly or via some other
coordinators

� After a node has been a coordinator for a certain amount of time, 
it withdraws if every pair of neighbors can reach each other via
some other neighbors (even if they are not currently 
coordinators)

� To prevent loss connectivity: a node continue to serve as 
coordinator after a short period of time even after announcing its 
withdrawal



Example
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Example Announcement and Withdrawal

1

52
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4
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Protocol Location
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� Use power saving features of MAC

� Affect the routing process

Implementation: Geographic Forwarding

� Packet forwarded to:

�The neighboring coordinator closest to the destination.

� If it doesn’t exist -> to the closest non-coordinator

� If it doesn’t exist -> void -> packet dropped

� No location service (but GOD module of ns)
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Implementation: 802.11 MAC modifications

� No advertisements for packets between coordinators (?)

� Broadcast messages are advertised (a node turn itslef off 
when finished receiving)

� Addition of the advertised traffic window: nodes in PSM 
can turn itself off after the traffic window
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ATIM Trf

BEACON

Advertized packets and 
packets to corrdinators Only packets to corrdinators

BEACON

Results: Capacity

� Square 1000 x 1000

� No motion

� 802.11 PSM:
� ATIM window not long enough OR

� Not enough time before next beacon

(After 2 beacons: packets dropped)

� Span:
� 20 ms ATIM, 300 ms beacon period

� => reduces utilization by 6.7%
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Routing behaviour

� Loss : Geographic fw using  Span coordinators encounter fewer voids

� Latency : 802.11PSM << Span < 802.11

� Span: #hops slightly higher  than 802.11

� 802.11 PSM: each hop ~200ms (corresp. 200ms beacon used)
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Packet loss with Mobility

� Loss mainly due to void 
created by mobility
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The number of coordinators

� Approximation of an optimal layout:

� Each hexagon 6 coordinators

� Each coordinator shared by three hex
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Span vs. ideal

� Avg of the coordinators 
elected over 300 s of 5 
mobile simulations
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Energy consumption

� 802.11 PSM: each time a 
node receive an 
advertisement it must stay 
awake for the entire 
beacon period

� Why energy consumption 
doesn’t decrease when 
node density increase? 
(next slide)
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Remaining energy 
calculated using only 
Sleep time and Idle time

Fraction of each beacon 
period that a node is 
awake

-20 ms ATIM win
- beacon period 300 ms
- Beacon interval = 100 ms
- Smallest value of  fup= 0.067
- Worst case fup = 0.333 (trf win ?)



Network lifetime

� Network Lifetime: the time 
it takes for aggregate 
delivery rate to drop below 
90%

� Source an destination nodes 
start with 2000 Joules

� 100 forwarding nodes with 
300 J
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Conclusions

� Span (the authors):
� Reduce energy consumption

� “Preserve” connectivity and capacity

� Main concern: How much the Geographic 
forwarding affect performance ?

� How much MAC modifications contributes on energy 
savings?
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